IMF Warns Investors: You're Not Ready for Climate Change
by Laura Millan Lombrana and Eric Martin
May 29, 2020 – Investors worldwide are underestimating the financial risks from climate change, and companies need to start disclosing their exposure, according to the International Monetary Fund.
As global temperatures rise, severe climate events may impact companies owning assets in areas hit by drought, floods, wildfires and storms, the fund said Friday in the latest chapter released from its Global Financial Stability Report.  At present, asset prices fail to reflect the risk of extreme weather events that may cost $1 trillion annually by 2050, the IMF said.
“Equity valuations, as of 2019, do not appear to reflect the predicted changes in physical risk under various climate change scenarios,” IMF researchers said in the report.  It included an analysis of equity markets in 68 developed and developing countries over the past 50 years.  The IMF also flagged transition risks, as governments and markets move toward a carbon-neutral economy.
Global temperatures have risen 1.1°C since pre-industrial times and, at current levels of greenhouse gas emissions, are set to rise by 3°C by the end of the century, according to the U.N.’s Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change.  Such an increase could unleash irreversible environmental events - from drought to sea-level rise - and make some areas of the planet uninhabitable.
The number of extreme weather events - including droughts, wildfires, floods and storms - have jumped 4-fold since the 1980s, climbing to an average 200 per year for the past 20 years, according to the IMF report.  The cost of these climate disasters has also spiked, rising above $120 billion annually from $22 billion in the 1980s, while holding steady at 0.2% of global gross domestic product for the past 30 years.
Still, the impact of extreme weather events on stock prices has been generally modest, the IMF report acknowledged, as investors largely discount the potential risks.
“Investors should demand a premium for holding assets exposed to a future increase in physical risk induced by climate change,” the report said.  “A sudden shift in investors’ perception of this future risk could lead to a drop in asset values, generating a ripple effect on investor portfolios and financial institutions’ balance sheets.”
The fund acknowledged there are several hurdles.  Equity investors, who tend to be focused on the short-term, face “a daunting informational challenge” with research that’s long-term by nature.  There’s also no regulation or standard method for corporations to disclose climate risks in many countries.
Bond investors have started to price in climate risks, though, as yields are directly linked to performance over time, such as U.S. municipal debt in a region that faces flooding challenges as water levels rise.
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